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Abstract: Induced Polarization (IP) measurements are often used in ore exploration. The 

decaying potential is characteristic for polarizable rocks after the excitation current is 

turned off. From the data, the apparent polarizability curve can be deduced. However, the 

polarization effects are hidden in the time constant spectrum which is connected to the 

polarizability through an integral expression. This serves as the forward modelling in the 

inversion procedure. In this paper the efficiency of series expansion based inversion is 

investigated on laboratory time-domain IP data. Cell-wise constant functions are chosen for 

basis functions. The unknowns/model parameters of the problem are the series expansion 

coefficients. After they are estimated within the inversion procedure, the time-constant 

spectrum containing the polarization effects can be determined. Results prove the applica-

bility of the method to rock samples measured in the laboratory.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetic methods in geophysics have a variety of applications, not only in 

mineral or fluid exploration, but in connection with engineering and environmental 

problems as well. One of these is the Induced Polarization (IP) method, which uti-

lizes the different polarization effects arising when an artificial source induces 

current in the given medium, resulting in a measureable potential difference. 

Schlumberger was the first (in the 1920s) to observe this phenomenon. It was no-

ticed during resistivity measurements that the potential measured between the 

measuring electrodes does not equal zero immediately after turning off the excita-

tion current; instead, its value follows a decay curve. Despite the early observa-

tions, the first mathematical formulation of the phenomenon was described only in 

1959 by Seigel [1]. Beside its many successful applications in ore exploration [1, 2, 

3, 4], the advantage of the method has been proven in hydro-geophysics [5, 6], 

archeology [7, 8], and geology including structures or sand-clay layers [9, 10], as 

well as in the detection and characterization of contaminated areas such as waste 

dumps [11, 12]. 
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 Investigations in connection with ores have been executed not only in the field, 

but in laboratories as well [13, 14]. Measurements can be done in both frequency 

and time domains. We shortly describe the essence of the former one, but our pre-

sent investigations focus on time-domain IP measurements, and thus this method is 

described in more detail. At the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s inten-

sive development of IP method and measuring system took place at the Department 

of Geophysics, University of Miskolc. Nowadays these very precise and valuable 

time-domain data sets [15] measured on 21 rock samples containing different ore 

minerals are being reprocessed. For this purpose we follow the inversion develop-

ment strategy of the Department of Geophysics. Several studies have proven the 

effectiveness of series expansion based inversion in geophysical data processing 

[16, 17, 18, 19]. It was successfully applied in field IP measurements, as well [20, 

21]. Now we show how it can be utilized for processing laboratory TDIP meas-

urements and determining the time constant spectra containing all of the infor-

mation about polarization effects. 

 

 

2. INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD 

It was observed during field resistivity measurements that the potential measured 

between two electrodes does not equal zero immediately after turning off the exci-

tation current. Rocks were losing their polarization only after a given decay time. 

This polarizability may arise from several polarization effects, such as  

• membrane polarization (caused by the negative charges on the surface of clay 

particles when the diameter of pores is smaller than the diameter of positive 

ions), 

• filtration polarization (because of the different positive and negative ion mo-

bility), 

• redox polarization (in rocks containing oxidative or reductive chemical com-

ponents), 

• electrode (metallic) polarization (electrochemical interaction occurs between 

the ionic solution of the pore space and the electrically conductive particles of 

the rock). 

 

In ore exploration the Induced Polarization (IP) method is often used, because the 

metallic polarizability provides a good basis for distinguishing the ore-rich zones 

from waste rock. It indicates mostly sulfidic ores (pyrites, chalcopyrite, molybde-

nite, galena) and some oxides (magnetite, ilmenite), as well as graphite. Several 

successful field applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 13] have confirmed the effectiveness of the 

method. 

IP measurements are a kind of electromagnetic method that can be done both in 

the frequency and in the time domain. The principle of Induced Polarization meas-

urements in the frequency domain (FDIP) is that the apparent specific resistivity 

depends on the frequency. Therefore it is measured at a series of frequencies. 
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Based on the measured complex specific resistivity data the amplitude and the 

phase angle of specific resistivity can be derived. The resistivity spectrum is most 

frequently presented in double logarithmic diagrams showing amplitude and phase 

versus frequency. The spectra and the derived Cole-Cole parameters provide tools 

for tasks such as distinguishing different ore types (disseminated, vein-textured 

etc.) [22]. 

Our investigations focus on Time-Domain Induced Polarization (TDIP) meas-

urements. An example of an electrode array is shown in Figure 1 for field meas-

urements. The excitation current is led into the rock through electrodes A and B, 

while the induced potential difference is measured between the electrodes M and N. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of electrode array during field measurements 

 

 

The essence is that the rocks electrically saturate when the excitation current is 

turned on. After the stabilization of the potential during excitation ( 0U ), the excita-

tion current is turned off and the decreasing potential measureable between the 

measuring electrodes ( )t(U ) is registered at given sampling intervals. Based on 

these values the apparent polarizabilities a  are calculated 

 

 
0

a
U

)t(U
)t(  . (1) 

 

 

3. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS 

Laboratory measurements on rocks in the time domain are very difficult to find in 

the literature compared to frequency domain (SIP-Spectral Induced Polarization) 

investigations. Some publications report about results obtained on artificially 

mixed “rocks”. For example Gurin et al. [23] studied mixtures of calibrated sand 

and ores, while Sumi [24] determined the polarizability of ore minerals in his la-

boratory model. The principle of laboratory measurements is the same as in the 

large scale field investigations, but the instrumentation requires more attention – 

how to grab the sample, avoid electrode polarization, deal with external electric 

noises, etc. As a result of decades of fruitful method and instrument development at 
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the Department of Geophysics [15, 25], very precise laboratory measurement data 

providing apparent polarizability decay curves are available. 

 The samples are from different geological settings and contain different types 

of ores. Before the measurements each sample was soaked in distilled water for 24 

hours, and then was placed into the sample holder, which was attached to non-

polarizable electrodes through permeable walls. The whole sample holder was 

placed in a metallic cell to protect it from outer electrical noise. The current elec-

trodes were attached to a bipolar current generator [25]. The applied current 

strength was 10 μA, and first the spontaneous potential was determined. After 15 

minutes excitation, the generator was turned off and the potential between the elec-

trodes was measured for 972.8 seconds [25]. The sampling time was determined 

according to the algorithm 

 

 )i1(att k

0,0i,k  , (2) 

 

 

where  

 

sec125.0t 0,0  , 2a  , 1.0 , 9,...,1,0i  , 12,...,1,0k  . 

 

 

4. DATA PROCESSING 

In geophysical investigations it was proved that series expansion based inversion is 

a very effective and valuable tool for data processing. The goal of inversion meth-

od development is to process and interpret data measured above complex (laterally 

and vertically inhomogeneous) geological structures with series expansion discreti-

zation in an inversion procedure, where the problem is defined for the series expan-

sion coefficients. The greatest advantage of these methods is that we can obtain 

appropriate resolution by introducing relatively few series expansion coefficients, 

so that the problem to be solved leads to a (relatively small) overdetermined in-

verse problem [16, 17, 18, 19].  

 Turai et al. [20] applied the series expansion inversion based data processing 

method to field IP data to solve environmental problems. In this paper the method 

is used to process laboratory IP data measured on core samples containing ores, to 

determine the time-constant spectrum and to distinguish different polarization ef-

fects. 

 The forward modeling of the problem was formulated by Turai [26] as 

 

 



0

)/exp()()(  dtwta , (3) 
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where t  is the time after turning off the excitation current,   is the time-constant, 

and )(w   is the time-constant spectrum. The aim is to determine the time-constant 

spectrum that contains all the polarization effects and can be obtained with the 

TAU-transformation introduced by Turai [26] 

 

 )}({)( tTAUw a  . (4) 

 

This can be solved with different methods; for its approximation Turai [27] sug-

gested polynomial interpolations and a Fourier-series solution. In this paper the 

TAU-transformation is solved as an inverse problem. Since the forward modeling 

is linear, the inverse problem is linear as well. 

 First discretization is needed, i.e. the unknown time-constant spectrum charac-

terized with a finite number of parameters should be determined. This operation is 

completed in the form of series expansion according to a properly chosen basis 

function system q   

 

 




Q

q

qqBw
1

)( )(  , (5) 

 

where the series expansion coefficients qB  mean the unknown parameters of the 

problem and )(q   indicates the known basis functions. Turai and Dobróka [28] 

applied series expansion according to Dirac delta functions capable of describing 

the “lineal” spectrum. For our task we have chosen the cell-wise constant functions 

for basis functions, which provide a “striped” time-constant spectrum 
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 , (6) 

 

where Q  means the number of series expansion parts ( Q,...,2,1q  ). Substituting 

Equation (5) into the response equation, Equation (3) can be rewritten in the form 

 

 





01

)/exp()()(  dtBt kq

Q

q

qka , (7) 

 

which provides the (theoretical) apparent polarizability value at kt  ( Kk ,...,2,1 ) 

after the excitation current is turned off, where K is the number of measured data. 

Let us introduce the notation kqG  for the integral in Equation (7). With the use of 
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cell-wise constant basis functions )(q  [see Equation (6)], the Jacobian matrix 

obtains the simple form for the interval of interest 

 

 




q

1q

d)/texp(G kkq





 . (8) 

 

As a result, the calculated apparent polarizability data can be calculated easily 

 

 



Q
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 Introducing the deviation vector as 
calculatedmeasurede 


 , the objective 

function of the inverse problem can be defined as its L2 norm. To obtain more 

stability during the inversion the damped least squares method is used, which solu-

tion for the series expansion coefficients can be written as 

 

 
measuredT12T

G)IGG(B 


 , (10) 

 

where   is the damping factor, I  is the unity matrix. The elements of the model 

parameter vector in the last iteration step are considered the solution, which can be 

substituted into Equation (5) together with the known basis functions providing the 

time-constant spectrum. 

 

 

5. APPLICATION 

For this paper data sets measured on three cylindrical rock samples (No. 1, 14 and 

16) were chosen to study the applicability of our series expansion based inversion 

method in the time-constant spectrum determination. All samples originate from 

Recsk, Hungary. In general, the metasomatic skarn ore body was formed at the 

contact of an upper Miocene diorite intrusion and Triassic limestone at 1 km depth. 

Chalcopyrite in the exoskarn, sphalerite farther from the contact, and porphyric Cu 

mineralization in the intrusion are characteristic [29]. Unfortunately the research 

report [15] contains a very poor description of the measured samples: 

• Sample 1  – Fe-Cu skarn – deep level: 900 m 

• Sample 14  – chalcopyrite (skarn) 

• Sample 16  – metasomatic polymetallic Zn-Pb-Cu-Fe ore (deep level). 

 

The potential difference was measured at 130 discrete sampling points [for refer-

ence times see Equation (2)] after turning off the excitation current, resulting in 
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130 apparent polarizability data for each sample. They are plotted with blue dots in 

Figures 2a, 3a and 4a for samples 1, 14 and 16, respectively. It can be clearly seen 

that these rock samples were very strongly polarized, since the polarizability values 

calculated from the measured potential differences after the turning off the excita-

tion current exceeded 0.80 (80 %) at the beginning of the decay curve. As the sam-

ples contain ore minerals (Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb), this phenomenon can be explained by 

metallic polarization. The most remarkable potential drop happened in the first 200 

s, after which the decay curve became less steep. Table 1 shows the polarizability 

values at the first (0.125 s) and the last (972.8 s) sampling times. 
 

Table 1 

Measured polarizability values at the first and last sampling times 

Sample 
η [–] 

(t = 0.125 s) 

η [–] 

(t = 972.8 s) 

1 0.97892 0.16859 

14 0.96318 0.7465 

16 0.82470 0.6341 

 

 

During the inversion process the range of time-constants was divided into 90 loga-

rithmically equidistant intervals, i. e. the number of cell-wise constant basis func-

tions and the M number of model parameters (series expansion coefficients) was 

equal to 90 during the discretization. N=130 measured apparent polarizability data 

were inverted, providing an overdetermination ratio (N/M) of 1.44. To make the 

inversion stable, the damped least squares method was chosen with a starting 

damping factor 01.0 , which was multiplied by a 0.9 factor in each iteration 

step. Experiments showed that 60 iterations provide acceptable results; further 

calculations brought about no change in the model parameters. The apparent polar-

izability data calculated with inversion are plotted with red curves in Figures 2a, 

3a and 4a together with the measured ones. The small distances between measured 

and calculated data can be seen on the graphs. To characterize the accuracy of data 

fit of the inversion estimates we also calculated the root mean squares (RMS) by 

applying the formula 

 

 [%]100
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, (11) 

 

where 
measured

k  is the k-th measured data and 
calculated

k  is the k-th calculated data. 

As can be seen in Table 2, the RMS values are below 1%, characterizing high qual-

ity measurement data sets and an accurate inversion procedure. 
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Table 2 

Distances in data space 

Sample RMS [%] 

1 0.60 

14 0.68 

16 0.71 
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Figure 2  

(a) Decay curve of the measured and calculated apparent polarizabilities. (b) Time 

constant spectrum of Sample 1 determined by series expansion  

based inversion 
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Figure 3 

(a) Decay curve of the measured and calculated apparent polarizabilities. (b) Time 

constant spectrum of Sample 14 determined by series expansion  

based inversion 

 

a) b) 

a) b) 
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Figure 4  

(a) Decay curve of the measured and calculated apparent polarizabilities. (b) Time 

constant spectrum of Sample 16 determined by series expansion based inversion 

 

Based on the series expansion coefficients estimated with inversion, the time-

constant spectra were determined by applying Equation (5). The time constants 

cover a large interval in the given samples ]13000[   (sec). To make the 

peaks of the spectra indicating polarization effects more visible, logarithmic scale 

was chosen for the time-constant axis. 

 The spectra of the three samples are plotted in Figures 2b, 3b and 4b. As can be 

seen, the highest amplitudes appear in the range of higher   (above 30 or even 100 

seconds). For Sample 1 six peaks are visible on the spectrum with growing ampli-

tudes at  s27.0 ,  s8.1 ,  s1.93.8  ,  s11.26 , a small amplitude at 

 s98.131  is followed by the peak at  s18.145  with high amplitude. The last 

peak appears at  s1300 .  

 In the case of Sample 14, the spectrum looks slightly different. The very high 

time-constant (  s1000 ) is missing. Peaks appear at  s27.0 ,  s8.16.1  , 

 s8.6 ,  s28  with a very small amplitude “shoulder” at  s31 ,  s120  

followed by the highest peak at  s550500  time constants.  

 The time constant spectrum of Sample 16 contains 8 peaks at  s27.0 ,  

 s2.1 ,  s6.5 ,  s1110 ,  s42 ,  s120100 ,  s377 , 

 s1300 . 

 It can be seen from the results that the time-constant spectrum can be deter-

mined with appropriate resolution if apparent polarizability data are processed with 

series expansion based inversion. Thus, different polarization effects can be distin-

guished. From the graphs it can be concluded that the spectra seem to have nearly 

lineal characteristic. A more detailed geological description of the samples and a 

more comprehensive study of the spectrum are required to link the peaks in the 

time-constant spectrum to geological features. 

 

a) b) 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Time-domain Induced Polarization measurements are often used during ore explo-

ration, and several studies have confirmed its successful field application. In this 

paper we showed that laboratory TDIP data can be successfully processed with 

series expansion based inversion. After the determination of series expansion coef-

ficients in the framework of inversion, the time-constant spectrum was calculated, 

where more polarization effects were distinguished. Further research is needed to 

investigate the relation of spectrum peaks appearing at different time constants and 

lithological composition of rocks. For this a more detailed geological description of 

the samples is needed as well. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Symbol Description Unit 

a  constant – 

B


 
vector of series expansion coefficients (model  

parameters) 
– 

e


 deviation vector – 

G  Jacobian matrix – 
T

G  transposed Jacobian matrix – 

i  index – 

I  unity matrix – 

k  index – 

K  number of measured data – 

M  number of model parameters – 

N  number of data – 
q  index – 

Q  number of series expansion coefficients – 

RMS  Root Mean Square % 
t  sampling time s 

 TAU  operator of TAU-transformation – 
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Symbol Description Unit 

)t(U  potential at time t after the excitation current is turned 

off 
V 

0U  potential during excitation V 

)(w   time constant spectrum – 

  damping factor – 

)(  basis function (known) – 
  index – 

a  apparent polarizability – 
measured


 vector of measured polarizability data – 

  time constant s 
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